For release 15 August 2006
ISRAEL FILM RELEASED
Harvest Fields Commissioning International, AGAPE:Live! Events and OLI Productions are
pleased to announce that the first of three films about The Bible Lands and its people has just
been released. Entitled “Awakening Israel” this one hour feature film dramatically shows,
not just the beautiful scenery of Israel and the P.A., but the hearts and lives of its people and
spiritual background. From Eilat to The Galilee, Bethlehem to Jericho “Awakening Israel”
attempts to answer many questions that people might have regarding the history and the
background to Bible lands and stories. Interestingly enough, filming in Capernaum was
done alongside the BBC TV series “The Miracles of Jesus” with reporter Rageh Omar (note:
a high res photograph of David Sullivan & Rage Omar is available). In Jerusalem, while
filming, Prime Minister Sharon had his historic heart attack and was rushed to a hospital
nearby. As can be seen, in Israel history, destiny and spiritual searching stands side by side.
The two other films in production by HFC International, AGAPE:Live! Events and OLI Production include one centred on Jerusalem and one on the people of the land. Release date is
in 2007. OLI Productions is renowned for its popular series “Principles of Leadership” with
guests such as Lord George Carey (the evangelical ex-Archbishop of Canterbury), Nicky
Gumble (APLPHA), Loren Cunnigham (Founder - Youth with a Mission), George Verwer
(Founder - Operation Mobilisation), Andrew White (Foundation for Reconciliation in the
Middle East) and Baroness Caroline Cox (Christian Solidarity International).
AGAPE:Live! Events hold Church Leadership Seminars and Evangelistic Events in 31 countries worldwide as a love gift to a particular city and nation. It is an outreach of Harvest
Fields Commissioning International. Its websites are at: http://www.agapelive.net and
http://www.hfci.net.
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